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Colgate-Palmolive

a Ajax® Low Foam All-Purpose Detergent
Superior performance in hard water. One product replaces many in
inventory; ideal for floors, laundry and a broad range of general
cleaning needs. Can be used for foodservice cleaning. NSF/USDA
Classification B1. 36-lb. bulk case.
CPC 04969 Case 69.55

b Ajax® Expert™ Neutral Multi-Surface/Floor Cleaner
Easy-to-use concentrated cleaner for hard surfaces. Patented
formula with microemulsion technology penetrates deep into
surfaces to capture grease and soils—reduces slipperiness of floors.
Neutral pH means product is safe for both surfaces and users.
Leaves no alkaline residue; contains no harmful acids or caustics.
Gallon bottle makes 64 gallons of RTU solution. 4 bottles per case.
CPC 04944 Case 74.72

Clorox Professional

c Commercial Solutions® Formula 409®

Multi-Surface Floor Cleaner
pH-neutral cleaner is formulated to quickly and effectively clean a
variety of floor surfaces, from heavy-traffic areas to restrooms and
kitchens. No-rinsing, low-foaming concentrate saves time. Suitable
for manual mopping, floor machines and automatic scrubbers. 
Gallon bottle makes 64 gallons of RTU solution. 4 bottles per case.
CLO 14805 Case 61.06

d ReadyMop® Refill
Ready to use; requires no mixing. Dissolves dirt and grease quickly,
leaving a fresh scent. Ideal for tile, vinyl, linoleum, laminate, finished
and sealed wood floors. Use with ReadyMop™ CLO 14903 mopping
system (sold separately). 24-oz. bottle. 12 bottles per case.
CLO 14902 Case 67.82
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Safe on
wood!
Starter kit
and
cleaning
pad refills
sold
separately.
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Don’t Forget MOPS / pages 173-181

Unless the areas that you are cleaning have one kind of floor through-
out, you will have to deal with different cleaning methods depending on
the different kinds of hard-surface floors. The first step toward efficient
floor cleaning is to know what your floor is made of. What works for one
surface may ruin another.

Wood floors, for example, should be cleaned with solvent or solvent-
based cleaning wax. Never use water solutions or cleaners which 
have to be rinsed off with water on wood floors; this will cause the 
wood to swell.

Ceramic tile floors (glazed or unglazed) should be damp-mop cleaned
with an all-purpose cleaner. Avoid using harsh abrasive cleaners that
might scratch glazed ceramic floors and never use acids and strong
soaps on unglazed ceramic floors.

The first time you use any procedure on any floor, test it on an out-of-
the-way part of the floor to be sure that it does not damage the flooring
or finish.F
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e Misty® Neutra Clean Floor Cleaner
All-purpose cold water detergent with 100% biodegradable
surfactants. Attacks most types of dirt and grime on any type of floor
and leaves a protective film for added beauty and luster. NSF/USDA
Classification A1. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
AMR R800-4 Case 39.10

3M

f 3M™ TroubleShooter™ Cleaner
Heavy-duty cleaner removes soil, grease and finish buildup. Thick
foam clings to vertical surfaces. Upside-down spray feature for 
hard-to-reach places: baseboards, floor edges, corners, stairways
and ceramic tile. Contains no ozone-depleting chemicals. 
21-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
MCO 14001 Case 200.74

g 3M™ Liquid TroubleShooter™ Cleaner
Sprayable foam formula removes soil and finish buildup on
baseboards, floor edges, corners, stairways and ceramic tile. 
32-oz. bottle. 6 bottles and 1 trigger sprayer per case.
MCO 29524 Case 127.02




